Josh Meier, Estate and Family Trust Attorney

Joshua Meier is a graduate of Pomona College and the University of San Diego School of Law (J.D.2006). He worked at two prominent law firms before joining Meier Law Firm. Joshua is a Founding Board Member of the Orange County Young Executives. He has twice been honored by the State Bar of California. Joshua and Laura Meier are top California estate planning attorneys dedicated to guiding families through life's many stages.

Joshua and Laura are the Founding Partners of Meier Law Firm in Newport Beach, California. They frequently speak throughout California at universities, corporations, schools, and children's organizations on how families can plan today to protect their loved ones and secure their future.

Joshua and Laura chose to concentrate their law practice on business and estate planning to help families become more intentional and secure. Unlike traditional law firms that charge clients high hourly rates and approach estate planning as a one-time transaction, Meier Law Firm provides families flat-fee custom legal plans designed to meet their unique needs, and continues to serve as their trusted family attorney for life.

Meier Law Firm is most recognized for the unique protections they provide families with minor children. Their services include a complete Kids ICE Plan for children that protects them from temporary foster care, courtrooms, loss of inheritance, and other turmoil that traditional estate plans often fail to address.

Brett Laddusaw, CFP®, ChFC®, CLU®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™

Brett Laddusaw has spent his entire career in the financial services industry with prior experience including institutional asset management and investment syndication. His education background is in Economics from the University of California San Diego and he has earned the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER (CFP®), Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC®) and Chartered Life Underwriter (CLU®) designations.

His practice includes both individuals and business clients with a focus on attorneys and medical professionals helping them with investment and risk management as well as retirement, estate and business planning.

Brett believes his purpose as a financial planner is to serve individuals and institutions by creating and managing strategies that aim to minimize financial risk and maximize the potential to achieve their unique vision of financial independence, thereby equipping them with the financial resources to be agents of positive change in the lives of other people.